


MERCURY RETROGRADE 
IN PISCES:

March 5th - 28th 2019
Shadow period pre-retrograde: February 20th - March 5th

Shadow period post-retrograde: March 28th - April 17th

This Mercury Retrograde is entirely in the sign of PISCES. Pisces is a sign 

ruler by Jupiter and Neptune, which bring qualities of generosity, abundance, 

healing, artistic and psychic gifts, as well as the trickier aspects of delusion, 

fantasy, excess, and exaggeration. 

Mercury experiences challenges in Pisces, at times struggling to find clarity 

of expression or to think in a linear or logical manner. The strengths here are 

more psychic, dream-oriented, visionary, and creative. We will go much 

deeper into all of this in the intuitive portion of the program! 

This PDF provides a day-by-day breakdown of the retrograde so you can 
plan, be aware, and do your best within the current astrology.

•Retrogrades are excellent for reviewing, revising, and 

  observing to discern patterns

•fearing the astrology doesn’t help, nor does expecting the worst so…

•have faith and a sense of humor!

•practicing retrograde protocols does help (more on this below)

•retrograde periods have their positives too, so adjusting to that   

  mindset is useful
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It’s important to remember a few things:



Retrograde Protocols to Keep in Mind:

•When possible, avoid signing contracts until after April 1st

•Purchasing expensive electronics is not recommended

•Be extra careful with your devices, like phone and computer

•When communicating something important, slow down and take your time

•Check emails and text messages before sending  

  (and make sure they’re going to the right person)

•Give yourself extra time before appointments and with transportation in 

  general, delays are more likely

•Handle delays and misunderstandings with grace and patience 

•They days surrounding the retrograde stations (the start and end of the 

  retrograde period) are some of the most communication-issue and accident 

  prone. So wait a few days on either side for important conversation or if 

  you absolutely must do any of the retrograde “no”s
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MARCH 5
Mercury will station retro late tonight or early tomorrow morning, depending 

on your time zone. Ideally you will already be following the above protocols! 

Today is also the very last day of Uranus in Aries, an astral passage that 

began in 2010. Strong change energy, and a very wonky day for tech, 

transportation, and potential communication outbursts. The Sun conjoins 

Neptune (exact tomorrow) so things may feel confusing, unclear, or spaced 

out. This can also be a creative time though, or good for spiritual pursuits. 

People or memories from the past are likely to pop up, especially in dreams! 

Sun conjunct Neptune
Mercury semisextile Uranus

Jupiter semisextile Pluto

•Grounding exercises and practices 

  (we will talk a lot about this in the intuitive part of the program)

•Save important conversations for another day 

•If you have something important in writing make a draft to save 

  and look over another day

•Be aware of pattern recognition of a cycle ending that began in 2010

•Write your dreams down 

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

What can I do to get more grounded and/or give myself structure 

 throughout the day?
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Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:

Important Aspects



MARCH 6
Firstly, today we have a New Moon! The new moon is exact at 11:03 am EST. 

Set your new moon intention at or after this time. The best intentions will 

be change-oriented since the most significant feature of the day’s astrology 

is Uranus changing signs into Taurus. Uranus moves slowly and will remain 

in Taurus until 2026. Uranus was in Taurus briefly from mid-May to 

November in 2018. Themes or situations from that time may pop back up 

again or things you began to develop then will see progress in the coming 

year. We are also just coming off of Mercury’s station so communication, 

transportation, and tech issues are still likely. Don’t fear, but stick to your 

retro protocols! The Sun conjunct Neptune brings a rise in spirit activity, 

and may feel confusing, unclear, or spaced out. This can also be a creative 

time though, or good for spiritual pursuits.

Sun conjunct Moon (NEW MOON IN PISCES)
Sun conjunct Neptune 

Jupiter semisextile Pluto
Moon conjunct Sun-Neptune

Uranus changes signs into Taurus

Moon Currently in: Pisces
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Important Aspects



•Set your New Moon in Pisces intentions, knowing that the timeline 

 might be slowed or cryptic due to the retrograde

•Write your dreams down!

•Grounding exercises and practices 

 (we will talk a lot about this in the intuitive part of the program)

•Save important conversations for another day 

•If you have something important in writing make a draft to save and 

 look over another day

•Reflect on mid-May to November 2018 and what changed in your life then 

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

What part of my development has meant that most to me from

2010 until now?
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Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 7
The most significant feature of the day’s astrology is the Moon meeting up 

with Mercury! It’s likely that today will be a day of hearing news or seeing 

a development in something ongoing, especially anything that’s come up 

in the past week. Intuition is extremely strong, although also beware that 

emotional reactivity is likely too. So take a breath and wait it out before 

responding. We are also just coming off of Mercury’s station so 

communication, transportation, and tech issues are still likely. Don’t fear, 

but stick to your retro protocols! The Sun conjunct Neptune is starting to 

soften, but still brings a rise in psychic awareness, and may feel confusing, 

unclear, or spaced out. This can also be a creative time though, or good 

for spiritual pursuits.

Moon conjunct Mercury 
Moon conjunct Chiron
Sun conjunct Neptune 

Moon Currently in: Pisces
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Important Aspects

•Pay attention to gut instincts

•Schedule a time to talk about your feelings with a trusted 

 friend or therapist

•Write your dreams down 

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

What in my life would I like to review, revise, or get closure

 on during this retrograde? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 8
Today we have some light and helpful aspects to support us. There is a 

more healing and connection-oriented energy for heart-to-hearts or 

expressing creativity. Making art is highly favored. We are also just coming 

off of Mercury’s station so communication, transportation, and tech issues 

are still possible. Be aware of impulsive desires or accidents due to not 

paying attention/being lost in thought. 

Moon sextile Venus
Sun sextile Saturn

Mars sextile Neptune
Sun conjunct Neptune

Jupiter semisextile Pluto
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in: Aries

Schedule a time to connect with someone you love or do a

 self-nurturing activity (like a bath or nature)

Write your dreams down 

Get rest

Make a gratitude list

What are some things that make your life softer, easier, or more enjoyable?    

Are there ways to incorporate more of this? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH  9
Today the Moon makes some challenging aspects setting a serious tone. 

People are less likely to be soft and forgiving, and it may bring out self-

criticism and generally being demanding of ourselves, so remember to take 

your own thoughts with a grain of salt and be kind to yourself. That said, 

today’s astrology also has a lighter, positive side and can be catalyzing for 

moving forward on projects or getting serious about changes or 

commitments to yourself or others. Just try to keep the no contracts rule in 

effect now! There is still helpful energy for expressing creativity and making 

art or money. Still be aware of impulsive desires or accidents due to not 

paying attention/being lost in thought, or overindulging.

Moon sextile Venus
Sun sextile Saturn

Mars sextile Neptune
Sun conjunct Neptune

Jupiter semisextile Pluto
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Important Aspects

•Grounding exercises and practices (we will talk a lot about this in the 

  intuitive part of the program)

•Make a list of five things you like about yourself

•Jot down a Vision List of of ideas you are excited about

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

What obstacles have come up today or recently that it feels like there’s no 

way around? If it’s something that actually can’t be changed, rainstorm 

ways to make the situation more supportive or bearable for you. If it’s 

something that can be changed, brainstorm a few approaches you haven’t   

tried yet, and list one person you could consult or ask for help. 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:

Moon Currently in: Aries



MARCH 10
Today is incredibly catalyzing! Flashes of the future and signs of change 

abound. Hints dropped a few days ago on the 6th (or even during May to 

November of 2018) may suddenly be relevant or developing, or people/

ideas from these times resurface. There’s an impulsive or possibly reckless 

energy, so be aware of that in yourself and others. Write down inspiration 

and genius ideas; chat with creative friends or collaborate artistically. 

Moon conjunct Uranus
Mars trine Saturn

Mars sextile Neptune
Sun sextile Saturn
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Taurus 

•Get into nature, spend time near plants and trees

•Get a massage

•Cook yourself a delicious meal

•Make time to journal or do whatever else helps you access your 

  ideas and creativity

•Be alert and aware of your surroundings when you’re walking or 

  driving places

What challenged you during May-November 2018? How could you take 

what you learned from that and approach similar challenges more 

effectively now? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 11
The catalyzing energy continues! A lot of electricity in the air and flashes 

of the future/signs of change still. There’s an action-oriented energy that 

can be good for exercise or getting things accomplished. Be cautious 

about speeding while driving or walking without paying attention to 

where you’re going. Conflicts are possible so just remember that reaction 

and feelings could be out of proportion with circumstances, or the effects 

of an argument could be more lasting.  

Moon conjunct Mars
Mars trine Saturn

Mars sextile Neptune
Sun sextile Saturn
Sun sextile Pluto

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Taurus 

•Connect with nature or other grounding activities 

•Get exercise

•Do something fun that lifts your spirits (although be cautious about 

  drinking too much or doing anything physically risky)

What gets your energy up and excites you? List actions or projects

you can focus on without needing to force yourself and just get in the flow.

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 12
Today we begin to get a taste of some of the trickier Mercury Retrograde 

astrology. While it can be a good day for ambitious dreams or making a 

bold move, there is also a tendency toward being grandiose, selfish, or 

even dishonest. There might be a pull toward old habits or people, or just 

big displays of ego. You can still have a great day, it’s just good to keep in 

mind that people might be exaggerating or being self-centered, or to 

notice similar impulses within yourself. 

Sun square Jupiter
Sun sextile Pluto
Mars trine Saturn

Mars sextile Neptune
Mercury sextile Pluto

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Gemini (from 11:15am EST)

•Connect with nature or other grounding activities 

•Get exercise

•Do something fun that lifts your spirits (although be cautious about 

  drinking too much or doing anything physically risky)

•Take little breaks to do things that make you happy (and to diffuse  

  any frustrations)

Is there anything I’m considering or starting that I need to check the facts 

on? What other info do I need to be totally clear on the terms?

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 13
The astrology remains a bit tricky. There is a possibility for wishful 

thinking, seeing things through rose-colored glasses, or making decisions 

on partial information. While it can be a good day for being creative or 

spiritual pursuits, there is also a tendency toward being grandiose, selfish, 

or even dishonest. You can still have a great day, it’s just good to keep in 

mind that people might be exaggerating or being self-centered, or to 

notice similar impulses within yourself. Be mindful of gossip or that things 

you hear may not be true. 

Sun sextile Pluto-South Node
Mars trine Saturn

Mars sextile Neptune
Mercury sextile South Node

Sun square Jupiter
Mercury square Jupiter 
Moon square Neptune
Sun trine North Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Gemini

•Connect with nature or other grounding activities 

•Take time to center yourself in the morning

•Write your dreams down 

•Make a vision board or write big intentions, knowing that other days 

  will be better for working out details

•Avoid gossip

•Guard your secrets

If there were no practical limitations, what would you use the rest of this 

year to accomplish or do? What excites you about this dream? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 14
The astrology remains a bit tricky. Big feelings today! This can bring 

generosity of spirit, but it can also lead to acting out if impulses go 

unchecked. There is a possibility for wishful thinking or making promises 

we (or others) can’t keep. This is one of the most difficult days of the 

retrograde when you might feel pulled toward old behaviors or habits, 

dynamics that feel past-life related, or when personalities loom larger than 

life. It’s always totally possible it will be a perfectly normal day! This info is 

just for awareness so that if something wants to get blown out of 

proportion you can remember to diffuse. Absolutely no signing of 

contracts or taking offers on sight. Be mindful of gossip or that things you 

hear may not be true. Speak mindfully.

Sun square Jupiter (exact)
Sun trine North Node

Sun sextile Pluto-South Node
Moon opposite Jupiter

Mercury square Jupiter (exact)
Mercury sextile South Node (exact) 

Mars trine Saturn
Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Gemini then enters Cancer at 4:49 pm EST

•Connect with nature or other grounding activities 

•Take time to center yourself in the morning

•Write your dreams down 

•Make a vision board or write big intentions, knowing that other days 

  will be better for working out details

•Avoid gossip

•Guard your secrets

•Journal out any big feelings and burn the paper

Are there times where ego, pride, or overindulgence get in the way of what 

you truly want? How so?

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 15
A calmer day amongst the stars! It’s a good day to begin recalibration if 

you’ve been feeling out of balance. Nurture yourself in some way and 

connect with your emotions with kindness. The astrology of the day is less 

overwhelming than recent days, with good opportunities for moving 

forward with your own healing, transformation, or projects that are 

important to you. There are still echoes of past commitments or ways of 

being that you might be examining consciously or processing 

unconsciously. Move toward the future you most want and the You you 

most want to be. Encounters may feel especially fated.

Sun square Jupiter
Sun conjunct Mercury

Sun trine North Node (exact) 
Sun sextile Pluto-South Node

Mercury square Jupiter 
Mercury sextile South Node 

Mars trine Saturn
Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Cancer

•Connect with nature or other grounding activities 

•Avoid gossip

•Spend time by the water

•Make yourself a nice bath

•Invite a close friend over for dinner

What helps you get back to center after feeling scattered or emotionally 

taxed? What is truly restorative for you? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 16
Themes of personal power are important today. The tone of the day is 

about being deep, driven, and getting to the heart of the matter. Beware 

paranoia or control issues, but when used positively the energy can help 

clarify issues you’ve been processing emotionally or highlight what has 

been in the way of making changes you want to make. You can gain great 

insight into self or dynamics, just don’t be too hard on yourself or spend 

too much time in shame. Problem-solving and self-healing are supported.

Sun square Jupiter
Sun trine North Node

Sun sextile Pluto-South Node
Mercury square Jupiter

Mercury sextile South Node

Mercury sextile Pluto (exact) 
Mars trine Saturn
Mars trine Pluto

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Cancer then enters Leo at 7:56 pm EST

•Make time to journal 

•Talk to someone you can go deeper with emotionally or intellectually

•Avoid gossip

•Spend time by the water

•Go to karaoke, a party, or find an excuse to get glamorous this evening

What has been your biggest perspective shift since March 6th? How so? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 17
Powerful energy is building. This can be channeled into exercise, powering 

through important tasks, or (sometimes) anger. Be aware of how you’re 

using the creative tension, or if there is restlessness, anxiety, or irritation 

being triggered. There is a stabilizing influence on what has been a 

somewhat ungrounded backdrop, so this can be used to make progress 

where there has been procrastination or confusion, or just getting more 

grounded. It can, however, also add a critical or stern perspective, so try to 

remember that we are all doing our best (including you!) in uncertain 

waters at this time. 

Sun trine North Node
Venus square Mars
Mars trine Saturn
Mars trine Pluto

Mercury sextile Saturn
Mercury square Jupiter
Mercury sextile Pluto

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Leo

•Make a short list of some tasks you can accomplish that will bring peace of 

  mind or boost self-esteem

•Get dressed up, play with makeup, or wear your favorite accessory 

•Organize a drawer or corner of your house

•Get into nature

Is there a foundational area of life, like health or money, that needs some 

extra attention now?  What first comes to mind as something you could 

introduce to support your longevity in this area?

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 18
The underlying energy is still quite dreamlike and hard to pin down, yet at 

the same time there is energy for action and creating structure now. Take 

advantage of it because in the coming days there will be more creativity 

or connection to source, but less clarity and linear-thinking. Do what you 

can to get things more in order or clarify what details you can. Utilize the 

astrology to accomplish or create movement, just beware of any 

unnecessary conflict because it could become bigger than expected.

Venus square Mars
Mars trine Saturn
Mars trine Pluto

Mercury sextile Saturn
Mercury sextile Pluto

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Leo

•Make a short list of some tasks you can accomplish that will bring peace of   

  mind or boost self-esteem

•Get dressed up, play with makeup, or wear your favorite accessory 

•Get into nature

•Take extra care with sleep hygiene since the approaching full moon can 

  sometimes disrupt sleep

Is there a daily practice that might take some discipline to introduce but 

could help you have more freedom and creativity later? What would it be? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 19
Today is a good day for attending to health matters, continuing to get 

more organized, and getting work done. There is Earth element 

supporting you and enhancing the creative possibilities of the retrograde. 

There might be a tendency to be critical with self or others so remember 

to also notice what is going well and acknowledging that. Emotions run 

high as we are almost at the Full Moon, so make sure to do what is best 

for you in managing that. 

Venus square Mars
Mars trine Saturn
Mars trine Pluto

Mercury sextile Saturn
Mercury sextile Pluto

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Virgo

•Make a health-related appointment or do something that feels  

  healthy for your body

•Make time to journal 

•Write a gratitude list 

•Take extra care with sleep hygiene since the approaching full 

  moon can sometimes disrupt sleep

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

Have there been any patterns of self-sabotage that have arisen during the 

retrograde? What are they? If they serve a purpose, as all behaviors do, 

what might the purpose be? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 20
The Full Moon aspects Chiron with co-occurring aspects to Saturn and 

Pluto. This is potent energy! Emotions will run high, power struggles are 

possible, and much will be illuminated. Relationships in particular will be 

highlighted, as well as personal healing and growth that feels important to 

us. Tension is close relationships is definitely possible, so try to keep 

frustrations in perspective when possible. Sweetness, generosity, and 

finances can also get a boost though, so go where the energy is 

good.Trust your body and instincts about what is best for this full moon. 

Rest if you need to rest, or even if you feel energized remember you can 

use that energy however you like. 

Sun enters Aries
Sun conjunct Chiron

Moon opposite Mercury
Venus square Mars

Mars trine Pluto (exact)
Mercury sextile Saturn (exact) 

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Virgo enters Libra at 8:28 pm EST

•Prior to the time of the Full Moon (above), make a list of what 

  you’d what like to create more of in your life 

•Create a Full Moon ritual for yourself! 

•Observe before reacting

•Take extra care with sleep hygiene since the full moon can 

  sometimes disrupt sleep

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

•Double-check all important communications

What am I seeing more clearly now? Knowing that it will still be some time 

until I have the bigger perspective, what is being revealed to me now 

internally or externally that feels important? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 21
There is a sense of new beginning today. The joins Chiron newly in Aries and 

illuminates what some of this fresh era is all about for you. Look at anything you 

feel is a shortcoming from a growth perspective and know that there is plenty 

of time to make progress (Chiron remains in Aries until 2027). Simultaneously, 

we are entering one of the most surreal parts of the retrograde. It’s especially 

important to do grounding work now, spend time in nature, and to know that 

perception can be skewed. An excellent time for psychic and creative 

awareness, but a terrible time for contracts, commitments, and trying to discern 

the exact “truth” of something. Tension is close relationships is definitely 

possible, so try to keep frustrations in perspective when possible. Sweetness, 

generosity, and finances can also get a boost though, so go where the energy is 

good. Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants.

Sun conjunct Chiron 
Mercury conjunct Neptune

Mercury sextile Saturn 

Venus square Mars
Mars trine Pluto 

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Libra

•Get into nature, garden, touch plants or stones, or anything else grounding

•Schedule a healing session

•Write down your dreams

•Take extra care with sleep hygiene since the days around the full  

  moon can sometimes disrupt sleep

•Double-check all important communications

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

What is my spiritual relationship to a Higher Power or something greater 

than yourself?  This can be Goddess, Source, God, the ocean, the 

cosmos...anything that resonates with you spiritually. Do you feel or see love 

from this Higher Power? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 19
We are in another of the trickier points of the retrograde. Ideally don’t 

schedule the next few days in such a way that demands lots of concrete 

problem-solving or trying to be hyperproductive beyond your energy 

limits. Boundaries will be a thing, so to speak. There may be 

encroachment on yours or others’. Communication could be confusing, 

vague, or even dishonest (perhaps unintentionally, but simply being prone 

to fantasy). Not a time for major commitments, contracts, or trying to get 

every last detail squared away. It’s especially important to do grounding 

work now, spend time in nature, and to know that perception can be 

skewed. An excellent time for psychic and creative awareness, but a 

terrible time for contracts, commitments, and trying to discern the exact 

“truth” of something. Write down your dreams, meditate, and do things 

that feel creative and grounding at the same time. Tension is close 

relationships is definitely possible, so try to keep frustrations in 

perspective when possible. Sweetness, generosity, and finances can also 

get a boost though, so go where the energy is good. 

Sun conjunct Chiron 
Moon square Uranus

Mercury conjunct Neptune
Mercury sextile Saturn

Venus square Mars
Mars sextile North Node 

Mars trine Pluto 
Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in: Libra Enters Scorpio at 9:16pm EST



•Get into nature, garden, touch plants or stones, or anything else grounding

•Schedule a healing session

•Write down your dreams

•Listen to healing frequencies or sounds

•Take extra care with sleep hygiene since the days around the full moon can 

  sometimes disrupt sleep

•Double-check all important communications

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

What is my spiritual relationship to a Higher Power or something greater 

than yourself?  This can be Goddess, Source, God, the ocean, the 

cosmos...anything that resonates with you spiritually. Do you feel or see love 

from this Higher Power? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:
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MARCH 23
The astrology today is similar to yesterday. Be as intentional as possible 

with your communication. Still avoid overscheduling and hold firm to the 

boundaries that are most important to you. Avoid people who won’t be 

direct with you because communication could be confusing, vague, or 

even dishonest (perhaps unintentionally, but simply being prone to 

fantasy). Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants. The good 

news is that some of the astrology creating relationship tension is now 

dissipating. Sweetness, generosity, and connection get a boost. Still not a 

time for major commitments, contracts, or trying to get every last detail in 

order. It’s especially important to do grounding work now, spend time in 

nature, and to know that perception can be skewed. Write down your 

dreams, meditate, and do things that feel creative and grounding at the 

same time. Allow visions and dreams in, while also not necessarily needing 

to act on them immediately. 

Sun conjunct Chiron 
Mercury conjunct Neptune

Mercury sextile Saturn
Venus square Mars

Venus sextile Jupiter
Mars sextile North Node 

Mars trine Pluto 
Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in: Scorpio



•Get into nature, garden, touch plants or stones, or anything else grounding

•Listen to healing frequencies or sounds

•Work with your decks or get a reading

•Schedule a healing session

•Write down your dreams

•Double-check all important communications

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

•Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants

What is my spiritual relationship to a Higher Power or something greater 

than yourself?  This can be Goddess, Source, God, the ocean, the 

cosmos...anything that resonates with you spiritually. Do you feel or see love 

from this Higher Power? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:
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MARCH 24
We have arrived at what is maybe the most intuitive and insightful, yet also 

trickiest day of retrograde! The entire end of the retrograde has this 

influence, so pace yourself. It might be hard to focus, remember, or simply 

concentrate on what’s concrete today. Ideally don’t try to be 

hyperproductive or go beyond your energy limits. Be especially careful and 

responsible with intoxicants. Boundaries will feel permeable today, so do 

what feels protective, shielding, and nurturing. There may be encroachment 

on yours or others’ boundaries, so do your best to be aware. It’s a good day 

for doing readings, journaling, daydreaming, and listening to music. Messages 

and developments will likely arrive, especially regarding things delayed or 

slowly evolving over retrograde, but will not be fully clear yet.

Sun conjunct Chiron 
Moon trine Mercury-Neptune

Mercury conjunct Neptune (exact) 

Venus square Mars
Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Scorpio

•Work with your decks or get a reading

•Listen to healing frequencies or sounds

•Get into nature, garden, touch plants or stones, or anything else grounding

•Schedule a healing session

•Write down your dreams

•Double-check all important communications

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

•Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants

What information is available to me in liminal spaces? What are my dreams 

telling me? My cards? Thoughts that come when I am not making effort or 

trying to “figure things out”? Is there a message between the lines? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 25
The Neptune “fog” is still here (this is true until the end of retrograde) so the 

same remains true:   focusing could be challenging and mental energies 

diffuse. Still be cautious with intoxicants and protective of boundaries. It’s 

optimal for doing readings, journaling, daydreaming, and listening to music 

so long as you are grounded. Get into nature, get a massage or give self-

massage. Do what has you feeling connected to your body and the earth. 

Messages and developments will likely arrive, especially regarding things 

delayed or slowly evolving over retrograde, but will not be fully clear yet. 

Sun conjunct Chiron 
Moon trine Chiron

Mercury conjunct Neptune  
Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Sagittarius

•Work with your decks or get a reading

•Listen to healing frequencies or sounds

•Get into nature, garden, touch plants or stones, or anything else grounding

•Schedule a healing session

•Write down your dreams

•Double-check all important communications

•Get rest

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

•Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants

What helps me trust my intuition? What makes me less likely to trust it? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 26
There is a very indulgent and dream-like energy today and tomorrow, so enjoy that 

while still being cautious with intoxicants and protective of boundaries. It’s a 

beautiful time to connect with someone you love and trust, or to enjoy art, food, 

and music that inspires you. Be aware the emotions will be big today! That can be 

jovial or it can mean outbursts, so tread lightly when necessary. It’s also a good day 

for doing readings or journaling. Enjoy sensual pleasures. Do what has you feeling 

connected to your body and the earth. Messages and developments will likely 

arrive, especially regarding things delayed or slowly evolving over retrograde, but 

will not be fully clear yet. Venus changes signs today, to Pisces which is one of her 

favorites so sweeter times in love, money, and beauty are ahead. 

Moon conjunct Jupiter
Venus into the sign of Pisces (2:43 pm EST)

Venus sextile Uranus

Mercury conjunct Neptune 
Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Sagittarius

•Spend time in nature

•Read a good book or listen to a new podcast

•Be generous with someone else and with yourself

•Be mindful of overindulgence

•Do something to enjoy being in your body

•Schedule a healing session

•Double-check all important communications

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

•Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants

What pleasure have I allowed in over this retrograde? Has it felt sufficient? 

Are there ways to allow in even more pleasure? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 27
The Capricorn Moon brings some grounding today! It’s helpful for regaining focus, 

high-level, strategy, and managing important business. We must, of course, still 

remember that the creative and fantasy energy is still all around us so keep doing 

what has you feeling connected to your body and the earth, and remember that 

this would be one of the least advised days for making commitments, signing 

contracts, doing anything tricky with money or communication. We now close to 

Mercury’s station direct and while we may want to celebrate, remember that you’ll 

want to give some time on either side of the station, so allow until April 1st for big 

decisions and purchases. 

Mercury conjunct Neptune 
Venus sextile Uranus

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Capricorn (enters at 9:07 am EST)

•Spend time in nature

•Do something to enjoy being in your body

•Schedule a healing session

•Double-check all important communications

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

•Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants

How has my overall vision of what I am building toward over the next year 

shifted during this time? Have questions been raised? Have questions been 

answered?

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:



MARCH 28
We have arrived at the final hours of Mercury Retrograde! We are approaching 

times of greater clarity, although I would like to emphasize that we are not yet in 

“retrograde free” territory. Today might be especially tricky for transport, dialogue, 

and clarity. Don’t worry though, you’ve made it this far! A couple more days 

(ideally until April 1st) before making major purchases or decisions will be well-

worth it. The Capricorn Moon brings a serious tone to the day emphasizing long-

term strategies and missions, what needs to be eliminated, and greater ambitions. 

There is a feeling of wanting to commit to what will stand the test of time and 

discard the rest. In the coming weeks of the ‘shadow period’, while Mercury returns 

to the point it started the retrograde, much will be revealed, healed, and clarified. 

Circumstances start to pick up speed again, gradually. The shadow period ends on 

April 17th, so that’s your zone to look ahead for a full understanding of all that 

transpired these recent weeks.

Mercury stations Direct at 8:59 am EST (end of Mercury Retrograde!)

Mercury conjunct Neptune 
Venus sextile Uranus

Pluto conjunct South Node
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Important Aspects

Moon Currently in:  Capricorn

•Take time to reflect on your longer term goals

•Spend time in nature

•Do something to enjoy being in your body

•Schedule a healing session

•Double-check all important communications

•Don’t overschedule

•Leave extra time for travel in case of delays

•Be especially careful and responsible with intoxicants

What has been my biggest lesson of mercury retrograde? How does this 

apply to my long-term vision for my life? 

Suggestions:

Reflection Topic:




